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Regional Partnership Actions Plans
Creating a Stakeholder Partnership

Food Incubators Transforming Regions - Project Introduction
Food Incubators provide the environment to help local entrepreneurs jump-start early-stage food companies and
food related businesses by providing food entrepreneurship training combined with low cost, low risk access to
shared-use commercial kitchens and other industry-specific technical resources. Their goal is to help grow the
local food economy by creating a community of support for food entrepreneurs and cultivating an environment
where emerging culinary Startups can learn, test, create, scale and thrive. They are proven to be a change maker
in increasing the labour market relevance of Vocational Education Training as they strive to give empowerment
by offering an array of sector specific training access, technical assistance and resources for current and aspiring
food entrepreneurs by promoting equal access to economic opportunity. Food hubs have emerged as critical
players in establishing and building strong local and regional food systems and value chain linkage from primary
producers (farmers and growers) to added value production.
There is a clear argument for providing timely, tailored training to the food sector Triple Helix leadership network
(involving industry, universities, and regional development bodies), building on their experience and enabling
them to overcome the strategic and operational challenges of food facilities deficits. If we want to capitalise on
building an innovative EU food economy, we need to provide the structures to support entrepreneurship for new
business starts and learning. Through the innovative establishment of Regional Partnerships, collective action will
be facilitated between regional and indeed national Triple Helix stakeholders of industry, HEI and VET, and
regional development bodies.
Partnerships is described as a joint venture between two or more people. Partnership work, in this context, is
when two or more organisations come together to undertake a project or programme of work collaboratively.
Partnerships can become a legal entity in their own right, with formal structures for representation and
management; or can be a less formal arrangement between the partners involved, with more flexible working
structures. There are many types of Partnership work in the voluntary, community & business sectors and it is
important that any partnership chooses the structures that best suit its membership and purpose.
Food Incubator Development Partnerships is an ongoing process from formation to implementation, maintenance
and achievement of goals. The process may not be linear and rigid but rather flexible and improvisational in
character thus an adaptive approach should be applied to secure the Partnership effectiveness.

Food Incubator Partnership – Purpose
The Purpose of the Food Incubator Partnership is to develop an agreed action plan for the establishment of a
Food Incubator Space and to translate the learning from this process into an action plan resource.
Aims:
(1) To recruit, motivate and involve the relevant regional stakeholders to endorse and agree with the aims of
the project
(2) To work closely with the regional stakeholders to agree on concrete actions suitable for implementation
in the respective region
(3) To gain the commitment of the regional stakeholders by signing a joint “Communiqué and Action Plan”
document for the respective region.

Food Incubator Partnership Development – How?
Partnerships is described as a joint venture between two or more people. Partnership work, in this
context, is when two or more organisations come together to undertake a project or programme of
work collaboratively. Partnerships can become a legal entity in their own right, with formal structures
for representation and management; or can be a less formal arrangement between the partners
involved, with more flexible working structures. There are many types of Partnership work in the
voluntary, community & business sectors and it is important that any partnership chooses the
structures that best suit its membership and purpose.
Food Incubator Development Partnerships is an ongoing process from formation to implementation,
maintenance and achievement of goals. The process may not be linear and rigid but rather flexible and
improvisational in character thus an adaptive approach should be applied to secure the Partnership
effectiveness.

Food Incubator Partnership – Purpose
The Purpose of the Food Incubator Partnership is to develop an agreed action plan for the
establishment of a Food Incubator Space and to translate the learning from this process into an action
plan resource.
Aims:
(1) To recruit, motivate and involve the relevant regional stakeholders to endorse and agree with the aims of
the project
(2) To work closely with the regional stakeholders to agree on concrete actions suitable for implementation
in the respective region
(3) To gain the commitment of the regional stakeholders by signing a joint “Communiqué and Action Plan”
document for the respective region.

Stakeholders
Edward Freeman - “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the
organization's objectives”
Stakeholders are defined as those groups that have a stake/interest/right in the Food Sector and related
education sector and those that will be affected positively by Food Incubators Transforming Regions
activities. They include relevant Government Agencies, Artisan Producers, Food Business, Farmers &
Growers, NGO’s, Enterprise Agencies, Educational Institutions, Organisations whom work with the
Projects intended client groups, Funding Institutions and others that partners feel will add value to the
project.
Building Partnerships work requires many skills and a high level of confidence amongst all the partners.
It is best undertaken in response to identified need or issues, it is quite a sophisticated way of
addressing issues and as such should be developed accordingly over an appropriate period of time.

Stakeholder Commitment to FITR Regional Partnership
Plenary Meetings (Minimum of three and we anticipate five/six per region - depending on the
respective stakeholder groups and their involvement): Stakeholders in each FITR Regional
Partnership share information about the resources currently available.
Each lead partner will send invitations, follow up, finalise logistical arrangements, and host the
plenary meetings of the Regional Partnerships.
Partners will work towards broad agreement among partners as to the purpose of the
Partnerships and expectations stakeholders have of them.
Partners have complete discretion over the topics and format of each plenary meeting, and are
best placed to understand their local situation and stakeholders, however as initial guidance the
focus for the plenary’s could be as follows:
1. First plenary stakeholder meeting – introduction: The first meeting of invited stakeholders to
present the initiative and identify the mission of each FITR Regional Partnership.
2. Second plenary meeting - local assessment: Each FITR Regional Partnership will consider the
situation of food production workspace availability at regional level, the appetite to establish
same, the skills mismatch and training requirements, policy environment and public opinion in
their region.
3. Third plenary meeting - best practice: Stakeholders in each FITR Regional Partnership share their
best practice and learn about effective solutions for food incubation as economic stimulators in
Europe.
4. Fourth plenary meeting - assessment of resources: Stakeholders in each FITR Regional Partnership
share information about the resources currently available.
5. Fifth plenary meeting - Development and signing of Action Plan: Stakeholders in the FITR Regional
Partnership develop and commit to an Action Plan of collaborative actions to increase the levels of
food incubation infrastructure and VET supports at regional level, to be implemented in the next
12 months. They will also address sustainability plans for their influential structure - what else can
be achieved?

Defining Partnership Region
The Food Incubators Transforming Regions Partnership region will be defined by the geographic reach of each
individual partner. Each has a natural area of business or may be situated within a defined political area, for
example Banbridge District Enterprises operates with in the Armagh, Banbridge, Craigavon Council area hence that
is the Project region for our FITR Partnership.

In April 2015, as part of the reform of local government in Northern Ireland (previously known as the Review of
Public Administration), Craigavon Borough Council will merge with both Armagh and Banbridge Councils the
number of councils is reduced from 26 to 11.
Our new council has grown to include 182,000 residents.
The images on this page show our current boundary. ABC Council are committed to making the most of the
opportunities reform offers and meeting the challenges ahead.

Planning Meetings and Logistics
The partners responsible for the FITR Regional Partnerships will plan and organise the activities required. In all
cases, partners will establish actions, assign responsibilities and make the necessary arrangements for aspects
such as:
a) Selection and invitation of participating stakeholder organizations,
b) Time and place of meetings;
c) Number, agenda and expected outcomes of each meeting;
d) Key documents required for each meeting and participation of external actors (interpreters, technical support,
caterers, photographers etc)
e) Other logistical requirements.

Stakeholder Recruitment Methodology
You need to have a clear understanding of what a Food Incubator is when you begin this process to help
understand what it is that would be potentially developed, what it would physically look like and what it would
need in terms of resource to run & function.
Desktop research into the class of Partners that you want to recruit and where they are located within our
region. Region should be decided as that of the geographic/political/economic area that a given organisation
occupies & operates in.
Stakeholders we sought to identify were from industry, universities, and regional development bodies from
within our region. Stakeholders may be recruited from the local FE College, University and Agricultural College,
Local Enterprise Agencies/Business Development Organisations, Council Economic Development Officers and
Food Safety Officers, Artisan Producers/growers and Agri Co OP organisations would be good to be involved in
this kind of Project.
The initial process was to identify organizations and individuals who may be interested or have a responsibility
for this kind of an initiative. Engage with that person and explain the potential benefits of the project. We can
then follow up with an emailed Project summary which explains what their initial commitment to Food
Incubators Transforming Regions would be in terms of the plenary process.
During the first plenary meeting of establishing a FITR Partnership it would be good practice to present the
project in its entirety. The aims/objectives should be set out and discussed. It is important at this stage to present
the Terms of Reference for the project so that partner expectations are managed. This will clearly define what
contribution is expected from each partner and what outcomes will be achieved by taking part. It will be useful to
carry out a mapping/audit exercise for stakeholders to help get an understanding of the need for a Food
Incubator i.e. how much demand there is for such a facility and what solutions exist within an area. This is the
beginning of building a business case for the development of a Food Incubator.

It is also worth noting that as the Project evolved new Partner Organisations were added to the
Partnership. New partners were admitted to the partnership following bilateral meetings where the
new Partner was given all information on the Project.
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N Ireland Regional Partnership Members
UK

Banbridge District Enterprises Ltd

Seamus Donnelly

seamus@bdelonline.com

UK

Banbridge District Enterprises Ltd

Ciaran Cunningham

ciaran@bdelonline.com

UK

CAFRE

Fiona Ferguson

Fiona.Ferguson@daera-ni.gov.uk

UK

CAFRE

Roisin Lagan

Roisin.Lagan@daera-ni.gov.uk

UK

ABC Borough Council

Gavin Marshall EHO

gavin.marshall@armaghbanbridgecraigavon.gov.uk'

UK

ABC Borough Council

Paula O’Neill - EHO

paula.oneill@armaghbanbridgecraigavon.gov.uk

UK

ABC Borough Council

Sarah Jane
MacDonald - EO

SarahJane.Macdonald@armaghbanbridgecraigavon.gov.uk

UK

Armagh Business Centre

Eileen Stewart

Eileen@abcarmagh.com

UK

CIDO

Kirsty Watson

Kirsty.Watson@cido.co.uk

UK

Southern Regional College

Brenda Kelleghan

kelleghanb@src.ac.uk

UK

Southern Regional College

Diana Farrelly

FarrellyD@src.ac.uk

UK

Queens University

Stephane Durand

s.durand@qub.ac.uk

UK

Canice Consulting

Canice Hamill

canice@caniceconsulting.com

UK

Invest NI

Ciaran McCartan

ciaran.mccartan@investni.com

UK

Artisan NI

Jenna Stevens

jenna@bitetosavour.com

Vision (the dream)
The N Ireland FITR Partnership would like to see a Food Incubator Space Developed that would provide
Production Space, Business Mentoring, Food Technical Support and Marketing support that would facilitate Food
Startups becoming Sustainable Businesses.
Partnership Mission Statement
The N Ireland FITR Partnership is going to examine the conditions in terms of facilities, need, policy frameworks
for the establishment of a Food Incubator Space.

Food Industry Profile & Policy environment
Northern Ireland Agri-Food Sector Key Statistics June 2016 and Size and Performance of the Northern Ireland
Food and Drinks Processing Sector, Subsector Statistics 2014, with provisional estimates for 2015 reports give
detailed information on the Food Industry in N Ireland from the N Ireland Government Department DAERA.
The borough of Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon is the Food Heartland of Northern Ireland. The area is
characterised by a rich environment of good agricultural land, making it the natural home to an abundance of
specialist artisan food & drink producers as well as household names including: Tayto, Avondale Foods, Moy
Park, Irwin’s Bakery, Cottage Catering, Linwoods, White’s, Fane Valley and Wilson’s Country. The Food Heartland
is the brand used to promote the agri-food sector in the borough- championing passionate producers and
quality creators.
The borough is uniquely home to 2 of the 3 world renowned, PGI (protected geographical indication) products in
Northern Ireland, namely Lough Neagh Eels and Armagh Bramley Apples.
Council’s number one priority is to grow the local economy and the agri-food sector is a priority growth sector –
Northern Ireland’s Year of Food & Drink 2016 is a unique opportunity for the borough to shine. Events Guide for
2016
The overarching N Ireland Policy is the “Going For Growth” strategy published by the Agri Food Strategy Board
and links all the key sectors. At the Regional level ABC Council has a Corporate Plan and Economic Regeneration
Strategy. At the National Level there is NI Economic Strategy and at the EU Level there is there are smart
specialisation strategies under which regions are categorised.

Mapping Our Project Region

After defining the Food Incubators Transforming Regions Regional Alliance VMOSA, we
needed to analyse the current situation in our region. This is also known as a gap analysis. It
is important to find out what is going on in our region in the field of food production and
entrepreneurship trends. In order to get a clear view of the current situation, the analysis is
divided into four parts which are…
1.
2.
3.
4.

Analyse the Region
Identify Policies and Programmes
Identify food production space and the available capacity therein
Identify stakeholders-who is interested in developing kitchen or food incubators
within the defined region

Regional Partnership members completed a template outlining the initiatives and projects of
which they are aware of or in which they are involved. The information gathered based on
the mapping steps outlined previously was then used to generate a series of maps showing
the facilities for the food sector throughout the country and the detail of what is provided at
each location. We also created a Survey Monkey questionnaire that was sent to Enterprise
Agencies across N Ireland this was to investigate if they had any space dedicated to food
production, any Food Incubator Space as defined by FITR and if they had plans to develop
such. Following the best practice example of our Project partners in Southern Ireland Roscommon Leader Partnership & Momentum Consulting we decided to conduct discovery
on the whole of N Ireland. We also followed up the Survey with an email request/phone call
to other agencies that were discovered as the research developed.
The maps showed dedicated food incubators, LEA food production units, University food
units, timeshare kitchens, Colleges with Test Kitchen Facilities and Private Business that
provides Production Facilities. http://bit.ly/2drJ8Q0 .
The google Maps tool was used to develop and plot of what currently existed in the area in a
visual format. These maps included the following…

Dedicated Food Incubators

Timeshare Kitchen

Private Time Share Kitchen Space

Food Specific Units owned by Enterprise Agencies

Food Production Units in Enterprise Centres

Colleges with Test Kitchen Facilities

Higher Level Institutions with Food Programmes

Food Incubators Transforming Regions Project N Ireland Map

Breakdown of N Ireland Provision
Place
Dedicated Food Incubators
CAFRE Loughry campus

Food Business Incubation Centre
Food Production Units in Enterprise
Centres
Antrim Enterprise Agency
Dungannon Enterprise Centre
LEDCOM
Ballymena
Fermanagh
Downpatrick
Antrim
East Belfast
Limavady

North City
Workspace – Draperstown
Coleraine

Ortus
Strabane
Armagh

Function
Loughry is one of the three campuses of CAFRE
and is the College’s Centre of Excellence for
food technology. It has lead responsibility for
people development and knowledge &
technology transfer programmes in the food
processing and supply industry. Loughry
provides key expertise in food manufacture,
innovation, safety, packaging and waste
minimisation.

4 units of 225m2 and 4 units of 175m2 in a
dedicated centre with communal office,
freezer, chill and dry goods storage space.
1 unit which has been fitted out by a tenant complies with EU Food leg
5000sq.ft
5 units 2,800 sq. foot
A number of food businesses in standard
workspace units.
We have 2 food businesses which have adapted
standard units
we have food businesses on site
standard units that various that have been
adapted
standard units that various that have been
adapted
two food related businesses, and both are in
standard units which they have adapted in
consultation with the council’s environmental
health department
standard units that various that have been
adapted
Had 5 Units fitted out to food grade – only 1 in
use now.
units in Kilrea are dominated by food
companies and are fairly high spec (meat
processors)
11 units
one food business on site and the premises
would have been adapted by the tenant
one food distributor in Keady Business Centre
and again he has modified the unit to meet his
specific needs.

Ards
Argyle

Banbridge
Food Specific Units owned by Enterprise
Agencies
Glenwood Business Centre
Binnian Developments

Colleges with Test Kitchen Facilities
Southern Regional College-Armagh Campus

adapted standard units into being suitable for
food preparation and processing
currently have food preparation businesses in
what were previously standard industrial
workspace units.
standard units that various that have been
adapted

15,000 sq ft of food units
4 x 1000 sq ft units specifically for fish
processing. Based in Kilkeel and managed by
Newry & Mourne Enterprise Agency.

Food Innovation & Technology
Our Experts are here to help you do Better
Business!
We offer practical support for your business
through R&D projects, industry mentoring,
specialist knowledge transfer & training
services.
For the food industry we offer expertise in the
following areas:
Product Development
Consumer Research
Sensory Analysis
Process Development
Food manufacturing
Technical Legislative Requirements
Packaging and Labelling
Nutritional information
Food Safety
Quality Control

North West Regional College

Belfast Metropolitan College

NWRC assisting them to enhance their business
and develop new products. Examples of areas
of support he has provided include menu
development, recipe engineering, new product
development, operational and process
improvement, conducting taste panels,
H.A.C.C.P and food safety, advice on packaging
design & food labelling and diet and nutrition.
The NWRC Business Support Centre (BSC)
manages the College’s engagement with
industry.
We provide support to business through
training and upskilling and assisting businesses
to source funding to undertake innovation and
research and development.
Once we assist companies to secure the
funding we then work with the companies to
deliver tailored solutions, through our technical
consultants and College academic staff.
The hospitality sector has a large variety of jobs
to choose from and there are many career
progression routes. The College offers courses
from Level 2 to Level 5 at both full-time and
part-time enabling you to acquire the skills and
qualifications to pursue a careers at various
levels within the industry.
There is a growing demand for skilled chefs so,
if you’re creative and have a passion for food,
you could have a rewarding career cooking and
preparing food in restaurants, hotels or at
events. Students will have the opportunity to
make use of the College’s state-of-the-art
kitchens, which provide the opportunity to
acquire practical expertise in a realistic working
environment and build catering skills.

Higher Level Institutions with Food
Programmes
CAFRE

Loughry Campus
The primary objective of Loughry Campus is to
develop learners’ skills and competitiveness
through education, training, business and
technology programmes, to meet the needs of
the food industry.
Loughry offers a range of courses in Food
Technology, Food Nutrition and Health, Food
Design and Nutrition, Food Business
Management, Packaging and postgraduate
courses in Business for Agri-food and Rural
Enterprise.

AGRI-FOODQUEST Northern Ireland Technology
Centre

Academy Restaurant, Ulster University

AGRI-FOODQUEST
Northern Ireland Technology Centre,
Agri-Food QUEST is a membership-based,
industry-led Innovation Centre for the agri-food
businesses in Northern Ireland. The Centre is
focused on increasing the level of collaborative
research activity to support the agri-food
industry growth strategy and help its
competitiveness as defined by the Agri-Food
Strategy Board in "Going For Growth", that is to
grow the agri-business sector by 60% by 2020
to £7bn in turnover. Queen's University Belfast,
Cloreen Park, Belfast, BT9 5HN
http://www.agrifoodquest.com/
Situated on York Street, we offer a
contemporary dining experience in a relaxed
atmosphere all for a very good price.
We are a licensed training restaurant for the
bright minds of Ulster University's Business
School, where students can put their
management skills and knowledge to the test.
Open during term time, we serve lunch
weekdays from 12.30 pm and dinner is
available on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7.00
pm.
Supporting local suppliers means a lot to us,
therefore we are a proud member of Taste of
Ulster and are delighted to have been awarded
an "excellent" in our latest assessment. We also
hold a five star rating for hygiene.

Timeshare Kitchen
Kilkeel Development Association
Private Time Share Kitchen Space
THE GOOD FOOD & WINE COMPANY LIMITED

The Good Food and Wine Company was co
founded by husband and wife team Nicholas
Lestas and Michelle McNicholl-Lestas. Our
passion is artisan food and we have translated
this into a company that specialises is Award
Winning Artisan Food Production both by
ourselves and the other artisans we work with.
We work hard to make sure that The Good
Food and Wine Company Brand stands for high
quality, speciality, quality, artisan food and
drink. Thankfully our customers also think so!
As judges for food competitions such as the
Great Taste Food Awards we, the owners, know
what good artisan food should taste like and
work everyday to translate this into every
recipe we develop and every product we
produce.

Artisan Distributors
Artisan NI – Bite To Savour

Passionate about N.Irish produce and helping
avid artisan producers get their products to
market, Bite to Savour take great pride in
showcasing, promoting and retailing N.Irish
food & drink. As well as their dedicated retail
space in Belfast, Bite to Savour have a variety
of subscriptions available, so you can
discover new products throughout the year.

Measuring the Need for a Food Incubator Space
During the Plenary discussions held to date by the Regional Partnership it has been
discussed on several occasions how to measure need for a Food Incubator space. Several
of the partner organisations are directly involved in supporting Food Start Up businesses
and all partners agreed that from their day to day work there is a substantial qualitative
need for such a facility. The challenge then discussed was how to establish a quantitative
need for a facility to be developed, to form a business case for developing a provision. The
mapping and area audit exercise action established in Northern Ireland at the minute
there exists only one space that functions as a Food Incubator, CAFRE’s Food Business
Incubation Centre. This facility was designed for SME businesses rather than small
startup’s or micro producers although these can avail off support & advice.
At our Plenary meetings it was discussed what the needs are for a food start up business, it
was outlined that this is a journey of transitions and stages of development. It was stated
that a Food Incubator should be an example of best practice, our Partner from ABC Council
Environmental Health Department whom have the responsibility of overseeing the
implementation of Food Standards Legislation advised
“Start ups shouldn’t really be working from a home base, businesses should be registered
and then depending on the level of risk with what they are doing the premises processes
need proper processes, an Incubator should reinforce all best practice and help clients to
develop these”
The legal process for setting up a food business is clearly outlined on the Food Standards
Agency website Starting Up A Food Business. The Challenge of meeting these strict
criteria/standards was felt by Partners to be the first barrier to in the Pathway
entrepreneurs face when setting up a business. It was discussed that many enquires are
made about starting up a Food Business and when the conditions are explained to the
potential business owner they redact at this stage, it was felt at our Partnership that a
Food Incubator fitted to food grade standards, food technical expertise, business expertise
could allow such “ideas” to flourish, it would also be where EHO, LEA could signpost
Startups to for support.

Our Southern Regional College Partner via the i3 Business Support Centre offer support, Brenda
Kelleghan stated
“that start-ups can use Invest NI Innovation Vouchers for a week’s support of product development,
EHO regulations will not allow this product to be tested on consumers, there food safety legislation
that controls production for consumption. A Food Incubator would have to be aware of these
controls and work to develop a methodology that allowed consumer testing perhaps in partnership
with EHO services. There is a waiting list for the Food Technology Innovation Centre – again this is
Kitchen Scale development but cannot be consumed/produced for consumption, The Food Enterprise
Development Program allows for 12 days of support. There are costs depending on the equipment
used, personnel required it can be £400-700 per day. BK stated that there was a need for small
kitchens and more mentoring.”
Stages of Development Food Business
The Food Incubator idea is viewed by our regional Partnership as a solution to supporting Startup
business and as a way to provide extra capacity for existing business to carry out product
development & testing. Reviewing these stages allowed for the Partnership to consider what to
measure in terms of Need for a Food Incubator.
 Start Up business from the Initial Query/Idea
 Developing a Product idea concept
 Product then brought to market & a customer base developed
 A method of production that meets business needs efficiently –scaled as business grows
Dr Roisin Lagan who manages the CAFRE Food Incubation Centre stated,
“An idea for a business can take up to 2 years to develop and a further 2 years to stabilise into a
viable profitable business, during this time the owner must be a skilled multi tasker managing
production, buying, distribution, marketing, invoicing and developing all processes as the business
evolves.”

Measuring Need
Partners agreed to review enquiry records and report back on how many query’s they had received for support
since the FITR Project began. A Survey Monkey asked the same of LEA’s across N Ireland.
Agency
Agr Quest – QUB

No Of Queries
10

Nature Of Query if Known
Financing : could agri-food
quest model work for them.
Expertise : ‘I need to build a
new premise, how do I go
about’ / ‘ I need to get a safety
and quality audit for my
premise, how do I go about it’
New market : IT service
companies interested in
getting involved with projects
in agri-food

CAFRE

40

SRC I3

40

ABC Council EHO

228

Invest NI

12

LEA

8

Seeking Premises & Start up
Advice
business requests are from
micro businesses that need
specific help to launch
products to market
New food premises opening
within the Armagh City
Banbridge and Craigavon
Borough Council area
large companies queries (that I
am aware of in the last two
years ) who want to have a
standalone R&D space to derisk projects
small start-ups who want to
scale and cannot find suitable
premises, (either not food
grade or landlord unwilling to
allow them to modify)
Seeking Premises & Start up
Advice

Partners also identified during the Plenary meetings that Artisan Producers would be a likely source of clients for
a Food Incubator Facility, this is due to as their business scales they will need better production ability or for the
aforementioned Food Standards requirements. Artisan NI have produced a Map of all such producers in N
Ireland:

There are 12 categories of Artisan listed on this Map with 127 businesses in total.

What A Food Incubator Should be
Across the Plenary meetings that our partnership held to date the collective experience/expertise of
the Partners has identified the following features a Food Incubator facility to support Start Ups, Micro
Producers and Medium Size Business should have:


Production Unit which has included an office space, production area, storage area these are
all finished to food grade standards (specially designed drainage, walls, floors, ceilings) with
services including temperature control. It will need dry good storage area and chilled
despatch storage space. Water testing, pest control and air handling may also have to be
carried out.
 Unit Size should be about 80m 2. Rent currently is circa £8.00/m2 on a lease basis for food
grade premises.
 In terms of ease of management all units should be self contained in terms of House Keeping,
Managing Costs and avoiding Cross Contamination issues e.g. Allergens.
 Incubation should be managed in a Timely fashion – to ensure business develops & to allow
for new business to access the facility, otherwise the space takes on an LEA function.
 Food Standards best practice must be used to develop Business Processes. Provide training
and support for this.
 It is important to help clients develop a proper Flow to their work, if it is a shared space that
all responsibilities are met in terms of cleaning and housekeeping. This is a critical control in
terms of food production and the effect of allergens. The use of a Quality System for critical
control, Traceability and the movement from raw material to finished product, the level of
risk e.g. between ready to eat product and product that requires further cooking.
 Food Incubator could provide the mentoring a business requires, some sort of “Accelerator”
type support as it was felt that concepts/innovational ideas are generated and then lost at an
early stage. This would include Business Planning & Marketing of Products.
 Food Incubator should seek to combine LEA, EHO, College, Invest NI, HEI in a coordinated
approach to provide support.
 Equipment – to be specced
Stephane Durand from Agri-Quest stated a very clear vision for what he feels the food sector requires,
“N Ireland could use a food Innovation Park comparable to the Technology Park at Titanic Quarter
Belfast, it should be an Accelerator Centre that provides expertise, training, funding and space for
innovation in the food industry to happen. There is a gap in the support that is provided by
Government currently and a lot of opportunity is not being developed to its full potential. There is a
need to develop connections between growers/farmers, artisan producers, retail and restaurants.
There is a need to develop new distribution methods that take advantage of modern technology e.g.
online ordering form producer and collection systems. There is an opportunity to develop products for
the Health Of The Nation and build a narrative/story around N Ireland Produce/Products that can be
linked with Food Tourism.”

FITR Regional Action Plan Summary
Action

Aim

Responsibility

Completion Date

Define project region.

Define area within
which to work.
Recruit Project
Partners who can add
value to FITR project

BDEL management.

30/9/15

BDEL

As per Project
application
To capture
information on Food
Incubation across N
Ireland
As per Project
application
Examine what current
provision exists, what
plans & what queries
where received.
Understand all policy
that could impact on
FITR
As per Project
application
Develop relationship
with Network of NI
Artisans who may be
clients of Food
Incubator
Plan the launch of IO1
as per Project
Application
Too feedback too BDF
for final adjustment
As per Project
application
To develop a Food
Incubator
Share the learning
from IO1

BDEL & Regional
Partners
BDEL & Regional
Partners

First drive was
completed by Jan 16 –
further members
added as discovered.
8/2/16

As per Project
application

Identify & recruit
stakeholders

1st Plenary Meeting
Area research &
Mapping

2nd Plenary Meeting
Survey to LEA

Desk Research into
local policy
3rd Plenary Meeting
Meet with Artisan NI

Multiplier Event
Planning
Review IO1 Document
4th Plenary Meeting
Examine resources for
future development
Multiplier Event

Support IO3 Course

Current Map
Completed as of
12/10/16

BDEL & Regional
Partners
BDEL

18/4/16

BDEL

22/4/16

BDEL & Regional
Partners
BDEL

24/5/16

BDEL

17/5/16

BDEL & Regional
Partners
BDEL & Regional
Partners
BDEL

1/6/16

BDEL

30/6/16

BDEL

TBC

25/3/16

23/6/16

21/6/16
ongoing

Multiplier Event
Food Incubators Transforming Regions Multiplier Event
30th June 2016
Event Description
This event has been planned to launch the IO1 Document of the Food Incubators Transforming Regions Project
titled
“The essential guide to developing a Regional Food Incubator Partnership.”
The development of this document was led by our partner BDF with contributions from the other project
Partners and the UK regional alliance.
The launch event happened at CIDO on Thursday 30th June 2016. 80+ guests registered to attend the event,
stakeholders from VET, community organisations, food sector influencers, funding bodies, enterprise &
development agencies and local government to celebrate the FITR Action Plan and encourage other regions in
UK/Northern Ireland to use the Toolkit and establish a Partnership of their own.
Aims of Event:
 To introduce and explain the concept of FITR Regional Partnerships to the stakeholders attending
 To showcase the Toolkit and demonstrate its relevance and “usability” for achieving an effective and
replicable core model for training and support to develop food incubators that provides access to
production facilities for producers, access to VET for key target groups but also leads to broader
economic innovation and revitalisation.
 To gain feedback from the attendees on suggestion for improvements in the Toolkit
 To celebrate the achievements to date in the Regional Action Plans and motivate further participation
and commitment by member organizations
 To gain significant media coverage for the event and the project.
Agenda
 1:30pm Overview of Food Incubation Project
 1:45pm Fergal McPartland, The Food Hub - best practice and Case study.
 2:00pm Dr. Róisín Lagan, Loughery College - best practice and need for Food Incubators.
 2:15pm Sean McGloin, The Cheese Hub - Food SME Case Study
 2:30pm Plenary – panel question and answer session.
 3:00pm Closing remarks
Evaluation
RIDC are the lead partner on the FITR evaluation strategy, the methodology chosen to evaluate the multiplier
event is survey monkey which will be done from a database of registered attendees.
A structured feedback question and will be completed by all participants on their opinions and suggestions of the
toolkit, as well as a more general evaluation form on their satisfaction with the event as a whole. Both of these
questionnaires will be reviewed at the next partner meeting and will form a valuable component of the internal
and external evaluation processes.
Event follow up and public relations
BDEL will work to ensure attendance of key press contacts, raising interest in the event beforehand. Supported
by BDF (responsible for dissemination), they will develop and distribute a professional press kit and will follow up
on media and key stakeholder opportunities presented by the event.
After the event, BDEL engaged in a series of follow up meetings with previously identified stakeholders in
different regions of the UK to encourage them to use the Toolkit and Action Plan to establish an Alliance in their
region.

Communication & Dissemination
The Food Incubators Igniting Change project benefitted from the use of a strong branding strategy from the
outset which we adopted in our region for project implementation.
The logo symbolises the building blocks needed to provide a Food Incubator. The logo adopts the symbol
representing a building and uses internal symbols representing the common symbols adding value to food and
the light bulb symbol represents innovation. The logo is simple and uncomplicated and communicates in a simple
and clever way that this project is all about Food Incubators and the logo lends itself to the project theme e.g.
food incubators transforming regions - adopting to innovation.

Food Incubators Transforming Regions, Regional Alliance Communications Strategy
The external role of communications was to ensure that the work of the Regional Alliance was visible, in order to
organise support and indeed attract resources and commitment.
Firstly, a communications strategy was developed and adopted by the Regional Alliance members which was
linked to the Regional Alliance’s overall strategic plan and actions therein. Sufficient resources – both time and
financial resources were applied in the project implementation to ensure the delivery of a successful
communication and dissemination strategy locally in the region dedicated to communications. Nurturing good
contacts with local media and having an active presence on social media channels were crucial. The Alliance’s
successes were presented regularly to policy makers during project implementation. Our target groups remain
constant throughout the project and we purposely have actively nurtured their participation in the
implementation phases, dissemination phase and to track the project’s final impact.

Sustainability plan
The Regional Alliance served as a catalyst for change and capacity building in the defined regions food incubator
sector.
In delivering the Food Incubators Transforming Regions project we created a strong Regional Alliance which was
stable, goal focused and had strong engagement through all members. We gained endorsement, support and
commitment from the top of the organisations involved.
The Regional Alliance Initiated achievable projects that were aligned with the project priorities and also helped
other organizations fulfil their own missions. Sustainability was enhanced as the Regional Alliance engaged in
public relations from the outset which kept the project activities highly visible.

Future Plans
The FITR project has now reached the stage in N Ireland where a need for such a resource has been identified.
The next step is to identify a strategic response to meet the need.
The following table outlines the local meetings which were held in the period September 2016 – April 2017 to
realise actions contained in the FITR Regional Action Plan.

Date

FITR Regional Alliance partners involved

Details

26/09/16,
7/11/16,
11/11/16 &
25/11/16

EU LEADER Co-operation project development meetings
have been held;
- Ciaran Cunningham (Banbridge District Enterprise,
SOAR (ABC) Member, Alderman Jim Speers and Elaine
Cullen (SOAR ABC) and Seamus Donnelly from
(Banbridge Enterprise Agency) attended the Food
Incubation Conference in Athlone on the 11th
November 2016.
- Joint meeting was held between SOAR NI Local Action
Group, Martina Earley (Roscommon LEADER) and Ciaran
Cunningham (BDE) on the 7th November 2016
identifying key joint and local objectives for both areas.
- Joint meeting was held with BDE and Roscommon
LEADER (Martina Earley) and SOAR NI, Armagh
Banbridge, Craigavon Council staff members; Elaine
Cullen (Manager) and Emma O’Carroll (Rural
Regeneration Officer) on the 16/11/2016.
- On 25/11/2016 a Skype call took place between
Martina Earley (Roscommon LEADER) and Elaine Cullen
(SOAR ABC) agreeing joint objectives

EU LEADER programme
2014-20 joint Co-operation
measure project
development.

